Custom Fencescaping

Presidential Line of Custom Cedar Wood Fencing

Welcome!
The Presidential Line of custom wood fencing offers the warmth and charm of nature that can be achieved only by
the use of natural white and red cedar. Cedar is a time-honored choice of wood, whether you allow it to age to a
natural silver, stain it one of the several colors available in today’s market, or prefer to add a protective clear finish.
Most fence styles are made with 1” x 4” lumber. 1” x 6” is available upon request.
We design and manufacture over 50 styles of cedar fencing with unlimited combinations to fit every taste and
space, large or small. Most orders are custom-made, offering you the ability to complement your home’s landscaping
and architectural design. All styles can be made with specific rail and picket spacing to meet your local pool code
specifications. Many of the styles are available in a variety of configurations, as shown below. You are limited only
by your imagination!
In addition to cedar fencing, we also design and manufacture over 30 styles of PVC fencing, and can recreate
all styles out of low maintenance Cellular PVC. Ask our sales staff for information.

Fence Configurations
Below is a diagram of the many configurations available.
Straight

Scallop

Cathedral

Stepped

Staggered

Capped

Radius

Capped & Staggered

Taper (Scallop also available)

Installation Techniques
Fencing can be installed using several different methods. The following illustrates each method. Please note that
not all fencing styles are suitable for racking.
Stepping
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Racking

An Introduction
Methods & Styles

Straight

Adams
If a more robust 1” x 4”
picket is what you are looking for, look no further!
Adams is a terrific choice to
delineate any border or area.
Pictured at left is Adams
Straight, and in the inset is
Adams Cathedral.

Carter
Carter features a picket with a large round top
which can either be left as is, or routed with a
hole. Available in both 1” x 4” or 1” x 6”, you
can customize the look to your liking. Shown in
the inset is Carter 1” x 6” with hole.
The large pictures show
Scalloped Carter 1” x 4”
without the hole, which
looks beautiful stained
white.

Coolidge
Coolidge is a unique combination
of flat-top 1” x 2” pickets and
round-top 1” x 4” pickets. This
beauty can enhance any landscape, whether commercial or
residential. Shown left and in
inset with 1” x 6” pickets, which
are also available.

Ford
A beauty in any height, Ford can be
made in straight, cathedral or scallop
style to meet your
particular taste and
need. Shown at far
right in a straight
configuration with a
cathedral gate and modified 1” x 6” pickets,
and in the inset made with 1” x 4” pickets,
which is standard.

Custom Cedar
Spaced Picket Fence
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Garfield
With alternating gothic
pickets. Garfield offers
privacy with an open feel.
Scal-loped option shown
left, taper shown in inset.

Hayes
The keyhole pattern to this vintage 1” x
4” picket is reminiscent of traditional
times. Hayes is shown straight in the
photos at right, but is equally as pleasing in its scalloped or cathedral configuration.

Harding
Harding features a 1” x
4” spaced picket with a
decorative routed top.
This style is also an excellent choice whether
you choose straight,
scallop or cathedral configuration.

Jefferson
Jefferson is a traditional
dog-ear spaced picket.
Simple
and
elegant.
Choose straight, scallop,
or
cathedral,
or
a
combination. At right is
Jefferson straight down
the side of the home,
with Jefferson scallop
across the front. Inset
shows detail of Jefferson
straight.
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Custom Cedar
Spaced Picket Fence

Taylor
Taylor is the best-selling
picket. This gothic 1” x 4”
spaced picket
is
a
best- seller.
It
looks
equally
as
beautiful
stained, or left to weather
to a silver gray. Both photographs at left show Taylor straight, but it's an
equally good choice in
cathedral or scallop, as
well.

Truman
Truman offers 1” x 2”
flat top pickets alternating with 1” x 4” shaped
top pickets. The combination results in a distinctive looking fence
line. Choose scallop or
cathedral for a different
look.

Wilson
Wilson offers the same
1” x 4” shaped top
pickets as seen in
Truman, without the 1” x
2” flat-top spacers in
between. Shown far
left in a straight configuration, and in the
middle photograph as a
scallop.

Spaced Picket Special Sections
Add flair to your spaced picket
fence by adding a decorative
accent. For example, pair a
straight fence with a cathedral
or scallop gate. Or accent your
property with a taper entryway.

Custom Cedar
Spaced Picket Fence
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Kennedy Straight
Undoubtedly our most popular custom
style, this beautiful Victorian picket
fence is available in all configurations,
from straight to staggered. When
stained in multiple colors, a dramatic
effect can be achieved, as shown left.
When sealed natural, or left to weather, it is equally as beautiful, as shown in the inset. Kennedy is available with
clear red cedar 2” x 2” pickets, or in an economy version of
north-ern white cedar with 1”x 2” pickets or 2” x 2”
pickets.

Kennedy Staggered
Kennedy Staggered
(shown stained gray at
right, and stained
white in the inset) is
acheived by staggering alternating pickets
for a new twist on a
vintage classic.

Kennedy Capped
Kennedy Capped is a
popular style, not only for
fencing, but also for pool
enclosures. This style
can also be used as deck
rail. Either way, it is a
durable, attractive choice
for any landscape.

Kennedy Capped & Staggered
Combine the best of both
worlds...Kennedy Capped and Staggered has alternating staggered
pickets with a capped top. This style
enhances any landscape, and is
also great for pool enclosures.
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Custom Cedar

Red Cedar Spaced Picket Fence

Kennedy Scallop
Kennedy Scallop (shown
with our heavy cedar arbor)
is our most popular Kennedy
configuration. The soft
flow of the scalloped pickets makes this fence an attractive centerpiece for any
landscape. Inset shows the
beautiful result of 2-tone
staining.

Kennedy Stepped
Kennedy Stepped is
the perfect accompaniment to any
property. The picture at right shows
stepped outer sections combined with
straight middle sections for a beautiful effect. See inset for details.

Kennedy Radius
The Kennedy Radius can be used for numerous projects such as accenting gardens, surrounding
mature trees
that fall within
a fence line, or
simply as a
dramatic entry
centerpiece. Whatever the use, the
result is always stylish. Available in all
configurations.

Kennedy Special Sections
Kennedy is such a popular style that we often get requests to accommodate our customer’s needs by creating special
sections. Here are just a few samples. Shown left to right: Kennedy Cathedral, Kennedy Gate with drop curve rail,
Kennedy Sweep, Kennedy Cathedral Gate.

Custom Cedar

Red Cedar Spaced Picket Fence
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Bush
Bush is a double-sided fence style which
features horizontal rails on either side.
This “neighbor-friendly” design is popular
in any configuration. Features rounded
spaced pickets. Bush straight is shown at
left made with 1” x 4” pickets.

Reagan
Reagan offers
the
same
double-sided
features as
Bush, but in
pointed spaced
pickets. Adds
traditional elegance to “both sides of the fence.”
Shown straight in 1” x 4” pickets.

Pierce
Pierce offers a doublesided bottom panel with
a decorative cutout top.
Cutouts come standard
in diamond pattern, as
shown. Requests for
custom patterns such as shamrocks,
hearts and anchors can also be accommodated. Pierce is available with or without tongue-in-groove construction.

Fillmore Specialty Sections
Fillmore can also be ordered with custom toppers, or in special configurations. See the custom topper section for our
complete selection of toppers available. Fillmore
is available with or without tongue-in-groove construction. Shown from
left to right: Fillmore with
Lattice Topper, Fillmore
Cathedral, and Fillmore
Sweep.
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Custom Cedar
Double-Sided Fence

Fillmore
Fillmore has become such a popular
fence style, that it is offered in several configurations as part of our
regular line. It comes standard as
pictured, with a midrail. Fillmore is
available with or without tongue-ingroove construction, and with 1” x
4” or 1” x 6” vertical boards. Note:
Sections without tongue-in-groove require a
midrail. Sections with tongue-in-groove don't
require a midrail.

Fillmore without Midrail
Fillmore can be special ordered without the
midrail (not required with tongue-in-groove).
When removed, an entirely different, yet
equally beautiful look is
achieved. Fillmore without
Midrail offers a solid double
sided fence panel. This is the
ultimate in privacy and security. Inset shows Cedar Pergola with Fillmore Scallop gate.

Fillmore Crown
Fillmore Crown is a solid
double-sided section with
a crown top, as shown
right in the drawing and
left in the photographs.
Note: Sections without
tongue-in-groove require
a midrail. Sections with
tongue-in-groove don't
require a midrail.

Fillmore Scallop
Fillmore is also available
with or without the middle
rail, in Scallop configuration. Image to the left
shows a line drawing without the midrail, while the
photographs to the right
have the midrail. Both are very attractive fence
panels. Note: Sections without tongue-in-groove
require a midrail. Sections with tongue-in-groove
don't require a midrail.

Custom Cedar
Double-Sided Fence
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Buchanan
Buchanan features 1” x 4” dogeared boards (pictured right), giving the fenceline a very dramatic
look.
This
single-sided
style easily enhances any property, while adding privacy. The pictures
at left show scallop Buchanan with optional routed edge pickets, and 1” x 6”
boards, all of which are available.

Harrison
Looking for something a little
different? Alternating slant pickets,
combined with flat top
pickets, result in our
Harrison style single-sided
fence. A true beauty in
any height.

Johnson

Nixon

This variation of the
Van Buren style
adds a more formal
look to a landscape.
Johnson offers 1” x
4” boards. Shown
at left, both stained
and unstained. The
unstained
option
weathers to a natural
silver grey (shown
in inset).

Nixon features 1” x 4” or 1” x 6” round top
boards. Available in Straight, Scalloped or
Cathedral configuration (shown here).
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Custom Cedar
Single-Sided Fence

McKinley
The eye-catching
whimsical pattern
of McKinley makes
this one of our more
popular choices.

Polk
Polk features pointed
pickets alternating
with flat top pickets.
An excellent choice
for a single-sided privacy fence.

Tyler

Tyler is similar to
Harrison, but does
not have the alternating flat pickets.

Lincoln

Lincoln features 1” x 4” solid
board pickets with a picket
top point.

Van Buren
Van Buren is a very versatile gothic-top
picket. Available as shown left and below
in 1” x 4” boards, (which is standard) or
as shown in the
inset at right, with
1” x 6” boards.
Both board widths
result in an attractive fencescape.

Custom Cedar
Single-Sided Fence
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Basketweave
The stylish horizontal boards of the
Basketweave continue to make this
as popular a fence style today as it
was when it was introduced in the 60's.
Can be stained, as
shown in redwood,
or left to weather
to a natural silvery
gray.

Cleveland
Paired-up traditional gothic
pickets assembled in a board
on board fashion, alternatively spaced, result in the
beauty of the Cleveland. This
unique pattern presents unsurpassed elegance.

Grant
Grant achieves its pattern by the use of
paired-up 1” x 4”
boards instead of the
single boards that are
characteristic of the
Washington. Also
available with 1” x 6”
boards.

Madison
Dog-eared 1” x 4”
spaced pickets assembled in a board
on board pattern
result in the popular Madison. Also
available with 1” x
6” pickets, as
shown in both photographs at right.
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Custom Cedar
Board on Board Fence

Monroe
Monroe is a popular choice, featuring a flat board
capped top, and
vertical board on
board pickets.

Washington
Washington features striking single 1”
x 4” flat top gothic boards (not shown),
assembled in a board on board pattern.
1” x 6” also
available, as
pictured at
right, middle
and left.

Board on Board Special Sections
Board on board styles can be further customized to create your own look. Left to right: Washington taper, Madison gate,
Monroe with crown lattice topper, Monroe with lattice topper.

Custom Cedar
Board on Board Fence
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Eisenhower
Eisenhower features a 1” x 4” solid board
bottom combined with a
diamond lattice topper.
Heights of bottom section
and lattice topper can be
ordered in a variety of
sizes to customize your
look (4’ bottom with 2’ top is standard).
1” x 6” boards or a crown top are also available. Eisenhower is
available with or without tongue-in-groove construction.

Hoover
Combine a 1” x 6” solid board bottom
with a 1” x 4” solid board top, add diamond accents, and blend together for an
American classic
style we call
Hoover. A classic
in any height,
Hoover is available with or without tonguein-groove construction.

Jackson
Jackson is the result of
combining a board on
board bottom with a cedar diamond topper.
Shown far left is Jackson,
with Cedar Post & Rail.
The inset shows a Jackson section and gate.

Roosevelt
Roosevelt can be ordered in many configurations. Shown scallop
at far right, straight as
shown to the left, or
modified to have a scalloped rail, as in the inset picture at right. It is available with or without tongue-in-groove construction, and made with
1” x 4” or 1” x 6” white cedar boards.
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Custom Cedar
Two-Piece Combination Fence

4" Square Lattice
Traditionally a favorite for English gardens, 4” Square
Lattice is a beautiful
accent to any yard
and garden.

2" Square Lattice
2” Square Lattice is
an excellent choice
for a stylish semi-private area. Adds a
flair of English charm
to any landscape.

Diamond Lattice
Also an excellent choice for
semi-privacy,
Diamond Lattice looks spectacular when
paired with our
heavy cedar
arbor, as pictured. The most popular
versions are made with 2” or 4” lattice.

Diamond Scallop Lattice
Diamond Scallop Lattice is a beautiful
choice for fence panels as well as accent pieces. Shown far left: Our
Cantebury gate is created by using diamond scallop lattice. It is shown inside our heavy cedar arbor, with wing
accents. Shown left is a display gate.

Custom Cedar
Heavy Lattice Fence
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Diamond Cedar Post & Rail
An excellent choice for property delineation, where privacy is not needed, Diamond
Cedar Post & Rail is available
in your choice of either two
or three rail. Rails are 8’ long.

Round Cedar Post & Rail
Round Cedar Post
& Rail is available
in one, two, three
or four rail. Create fun accents as
shown below left in
a single rail. See
large picture
at right for tapered end.
Rails
are
available in
10’ or 11’
lengths.

Locust Post & Split Rail
Perhaps the most
popular Post & Rail
style, Split Rail is
always a great
choice. Split locust
posts and hardwood rails are
available in two,
three and four rail
configurations.
Rails are 11’ long.
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Custom Cedar
Post & Rail Fence

Straight Stockade
Straight Stockade is by far the
most commonly used wooden
fencing in today’s
market. It is economical and offers
the homeowner full
privacy. Embellishments, such as the
straight taper at
right, add an architectural element to this style.
Available in 4’, 5’, 6’ or 8’ heights, with 3/4”
thick #1 cedar pickets.

Scallop Stockade
For a more decorative alternative to the frequently chosen Straight Stockade, try the
Scallop version. This is still
an economical choice.

Spaced Picket Stockade
Spaced Picket
Stockade Represents the essence
of the American
Dream... a home
with a white
picket fence!
Ours team up perfectly with our Cedar Pergola
with gate, as shown in the large image at right.

Custom Cedar
Stockade Fence
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Cathedral Lattice
A Cathedral Lattice topper is always a beautiful addition to any fence section. Here it is
shown on a solid board bottom section, with
diamond lattice, which is standard. Square
lattice is also available. Lattice toppers can
be made with 2” or 4” lattice.

Crown Lattice
Crown Lattice toppers can be paired with all
our fence styles to add a formal look. Consider adding it to a lattice, solid, or board on
board bottom section. Shown is diamond lattice, which is standard. Square lattice is also
available. Lattice toppers can be made with
2” or 4”
lattice.

Straight Lattice
Straight Lattice toppers are an excellent accent to our Fillmore fencing style (shown below in a 2’ topper). At right is a 1’ topper
with a dramatic swept panel. The options are
endless! Diamond lattice is standard.
Square lattice is also available. Lattice toppers can be
made with
2” or 4”
lattice.

Kennedy
Kennedy toppers are available in all the
same configurations as the
Kennedy fencing
style. Top right: Consider Kennedy as a topper
to a stone wall for a New England flavor. Below
right: Kennedy Staggered topper. Far right:
Kennedy Scallop.
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Custom Cedar
Fence Topper Options

Clinton Round Dowel Spaced Picket
Clinton features 1¼” round clear red cedar spaced
picket spindles and is available in all configurations.
Shown is Clinton Straight. This fence style is reminiscent of the romantic Victorian era.

Bamboo Fence

Bamboo is one of the most versatile products on the market, and these fence styles are a great example of that! A favorite
with landscape designers, it is beatiful and long-lasting. Adds an Asian flair to any garden. Available in fencing and gates.

Safari Fence
This fence style will have you dreaming
of warmer climates and building a tiki
bar! Also a favorite for Hawaiian settings. Available only as shown, with no
variations.

Finials
Finials add a finished look to your fence posts. Here are examples of our most popular styles. Made of spanish cedar,
our finials are available in 4” to 8” diameters. Redwood or mahogany also available. Shown L to R: F100, F101, F102, F103,
F104, F105, F106, and F107.

Custom Cedar
Specialty Fence & Finials
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Deluxe Heavy Cedar Arbor
Handcrafted, deluxe heavy cedar
arbors feature 4 ½” x 4 ½” construction. These beauties are an
elegant addition to any fence line,
make a dramatic entrance to a
garden area, and fit into any landscape. Both are available in 3’ x 8’
widths.

Heavy Cedar Arbor
Similar to the Deluxe Heavy
Cedar Arbor, but made with
3½” x 3” construction, the
Heavy Cedar Arbor is equally
as beautiful. Both arbors are
also available with eliptical
arches, as shown in the line
art drawing at left. Available in widths from 3’ to 8’.

Economy White Cedar Arbor
Our
Economy
White Cedar Arbor
is made of 2” x 4”
cedar. It is only
available 3½’
wide. This is an
economical way to
have the look.

Cedar Pergola
Cedar Pergolas can be
made with your choice of
4” x 4” or 5” x 5” construction. Both are available in
3’ to 8’ widths. Shown
right is a pergola with
gate, and at left is a
pergola
without gate.
Custom
pergolas
to
meet your needs are
our specialty!
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Custom Cedar
Arbors & Pergolas

Sophisticate Line of Deluxe Gates
Available in four styles, the Sophisticate Line combines deluxe styling, expert craftsmanship and fine quality clear red cedar.
Gates are available in widths to fit inside our arbors and pergolas, as well as any walkway, entrance, or part of your fenceline.
Custom work also available. Gates and arbors sold separately.

Aquaduct

Belmont

Monticello

Saratoga

Post Sleeves
Consider adding beautiful mahogany or cedar
post sleeves to your
fence. Available in 5½”
to 11¼” sizes, 4’ to 8’
high, or custom to meet
your needs. L to R:
Plain, Fluted, Raised,
Double Raised, Fluted,
Raised, Raised.

Cedar Board Gates

Traditional cedar board gates are available with several options including diamond or hole cut-out with lattice. Custom
made to your specifications. L to R: Dog-Ear, Scroll, Whale, Scalloped, Cathedral (shown with hole & lattice option).

Custom Cedar

Deluxe Gate Line, Board Gates & Sleeves
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Accessories
Posts
Fence posts are available in a variety of styles. Shown in the illustrated box below, from L to R: Flat, Kings Peak,
Queens Peak, Pikes Peak, and Chamfered.

Post Caps

Enhance the look of your fence
by topping your posts with decorative post caps. Handcrafted
out of cedar, they add value and
beauty to any setting.
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Custom Cedar
Posts & Caps

Custom Cedar Double Drive Gates
Our custom cedar double drive gates are made of
clear red cedar. Cedar and PVC gates can be
rein-������ ���� ����� ������ ��� ����� �� �������
��� available in many popular designs, or can be
custom-���� �� ���� �������������� ���� ��� ����
� ��� examples of the many beautiful gates available.

Custom Cedar

Double Drive Gates
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Other Products
Deer Fencing

Ornamental

Aluminum Railing

If you have a deer problem,
we have several cost effective solutions: Cintoflex C and
P, Welded Wire, High Tensile
or Steel Deer Hex. All products are proven effective!

Ornamental Estate fencing
is a timeless choice. We
offer several styles in aluminum and steel, several
of which meet pool code.

Ornamental aluminum deck
and stair railing are growing in popularity. This is a
low maintenance, beautiful
product, available in several colors. Custom colors
also available.

Chain Link

Chain link systems are available in steel, or coated in
black or green. Whether left
alone (left), or accompanied
by privacy slat inserts (right),
this is always a great choice
for fencing projects.

PVC Vinyl Fencing

PVC has grown in popularity over the past decade. We design and manufacture over 30 styles of PVC fencing. In
addition, we offer PVC arbors, pergolas, gates, and custom work to your specifications.
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